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THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING NEWLEAF SCOOP HOLDER
Tools needed: None
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1.Identify Parts

Locate your lid, scoop
holder, tether, and bin body
and prepare for
installation / assembly.

2.Scoop Holder

The scoop holder is actually two parts: a
holster, and the connector clip. These two
fit together by sliding the clip into the holster grooves forming one piece.

3.Locate the Mounting Tab

Locate the scoop holder tab which is
on the front lip of the scoop bin lid. For
easier installation, you will want to work
with the lid off of the bin body.
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4.Get In Line

Holding the scoop holder in your hand with
the open end (grayish connector)
facing upward, align the tab on the lid with
the rectangular slot. If you roll the groove
over the lower tab edge to align
and push, you may have better success.

5.Push Into Place

You may find it easier to push the scoop
holder onto the tab and groove if it is
properly aligned. Stronger than normal
force may be needed, but ensure the tab
and opening are aligned.

6.Snap to It

You will hear and feel the scoop
holder “SNAP” into place when you
have correctly installed it. Additionally, you
will be able to see the clear tab
protrude through the rectangular
opening in the gray connector (as shown).
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7.Prepare for Use

Install your scoop and tether. Tether snaps into holes on
scoop and holster. Fill bin with product, and insert your label.

8.Similar Installation for 12 Gallon Bins

Instead of snapping on the lid, the wire scoop holder secures
to the bin body via screw. Notice the support tab alignment.

